We address the problem of recognizing free-form 3D objects from a single 2D intensity image. A model-based solution within the alignment paradigm is presented which involves three major schemes { modeling, matching, and indexing. The modeling scheme constructs a set of model aspects which can predict the object contour as seen from any viewpoint. The matching scheme aligns the edgemap of a candidate model to the observed edgemap using an initial approximate pose. The major contribution of this paper involves the indexing scheme and its integration with modeling and matching to perform recognition. Indexing generates hypotheses specifying both candidate model aspects and approximate pose and scale. Hypotheses are ordered by likelyhood based on prior knowledge of pre-stored models and the visual evidence from the observed objects. A prototype implementation has been tested in recognition and localization experiments with a database containing 658 model aspects from 20 3D objects and 80 2D objects. Bench tests and simulations show that many kinds of objects can be handled accurately and e ciently even in cluttered scenes. We conclude that the proposed recognition-by-alignment paradigm is a viable approach to many 3D object recognition problems.
Introduction
We present results on recognition of free-form objects from a single intensity image under the alignment paradigm. Edges of models projected into 2D are matched against image edges from an observed scene in the manner proposed by David Lowe 29] and illustrated in Figure 1 . Four subproblems need to be solved in order to build a viable recognition system based on alignment.
1) Free-form objects must be modeled in such a way that object contours in 2D can be e ciently generated.
2) Representative object contours must be extracted from an image.
3) Only a small number of model candidates should be hypothesized for testing. Moreover, this must be done in a bottom-up manner from the image data { this is the indexing problem.
4) Object models need to be veri ed by computing a model pose which creates a match to the observed image contours; or, refuted by failure to produce such a model pose.
In previous work 11], we have reported solutions to subproblems 1 and 4; that is, we have given a viable modeling method and have shown how to match a model to image edges assuming that an approximate pose is known. The modeling scheme is an extension of the curvature method of Basri and Ullman 4] . The matching scheme uses Newton's method with Levenberg-Marquart minimization and heuristics to handle occlusion and imperfect feature detection. The work presented in this paper adds two important contributions. First, we present a solution to the indexing subproblem 3 above and second, we demonstrate a successful recognition system by demonstrating all 4 stages on a large variety of free-form objects. We believe that these techniques can provide a basis for di erent practical machine vision systems.
Recognizing 3D free-form objects, with potential occlusion in the scene, from a single 2D intensity image has been a di cult problem for machine vision. Some of the di culties are (1) the construction of complex object models, (2) the absence of 3D view-invariant features for indexing, and (3) the unavailability of salient features for robust post estimation (i.e., localization). Most successful recognition systems developed so far have used polyhedral object models and have relied on matching special features such as corners, lines, or holes. A commonly adopted strategy is recognition-by-alignment 24] or hypothesize-andverify 1, 14, 16, 22, 29, 36] . Minimal sets of features are used to form hypothetical correspondences between an image and a pre-stored object model. For each correspondence, a transformation is computed which brings the model features into alignment with the image features, and the model presence is veri ed by back-projecting other model features into the image and searching for image features at those locations. The entire alignment process can be expensive due to the combinatorics of making correspondences between feature sets and the cost of refuting incorrect hypotheses. Techniques have been developed to make the search for correspondences more e cient by applying geometric constraints 18, 19] or by using local feature focus methods 6, 7, 15] . In addition, researchers have studied indexing schemes for quickly recovering correspondence hypotheses without resorting to comparison of all pairs of model/image feature sets 5, 8, 13, 26, 32, 33] . The problem of pose estimation from feature correspondences has also been studied independent of other stages 12, 25, 30, 35] . Our current work addresses remaining problems that need to be overcome in order to construct more general machine vision systems: rst, we need to handle free-form objects and second we need to handle signi cant occlusion. The object recognition system which we propose comprises three primary techniques: complex object modeling, probabilistic indexing, and robust matching.
Complex Object Modeling: The modeling method is an extension of the curvature method of Basri and Ullman 4] extended for use with object aspects. The modeling scheme builds/learns 3D models from sets of 2D images taken at controlled viewpoints. The approach accounts for the changes in image contours due to small changes in viewpoint for limbs, blades, and creases. Curvature information at object contours is extracted from a set of images of the object and enables the modeling scheme to predict the object's contours for any viewpoint. Consequently, the modeling scheme can handle both polyhedra and sculptured objects; and, in fact, can handle both 2D and 3D objects within the same system. Probabilistic Indexing: The indexing scheme generates model-pose hypotheses based on local geometric features in order to be resistant to partial occlusion. This indexing scheme also increases the tolerances of indexing features to accommodate noise and view variation within an aspect. The prior knowledge of the model structure and the visual evidence of image features are used to compute the relative likelihoods of multiple hypotheses. These likelihoods are ranked for the purpose of removing hypotheses with little supporting evidence while testing early those with strong supporting evidence.
Robust Matching: Our matching technique re nes a pose estimate using hill-climbing to constrain the search for correspondences between model and image contours. We adopt a least-squares minimization approach | similar to the approach in 30] | to reliably estimate the object pose. This minimization technique uses heuristics to estimate pose and is relatively robust to outliers occurring due to partial occlusion 11] and imperfect image segmentation.
We argue that the approach given in this paper overcomes the common problems and enables construction of practical machine vision systems for handling free-form objects. Our previous work 11] demonstrated the capability of modeling free-form objects and matching models to images; those results are brie y surveyed in Sections 3 and 4 after the general paradigm is given in Section 2. A new indexing scheme is presented in Section 5 and its use in hierarchical veri cation is treated in Section 6. Indexing is critical not only to the practical e ciency of a recognition system which uses many models, but also to the veri cation stage which requires an approximate pose hypothesis. Section 7 shows results which demonstrate the e ectiveness of such a system with a database of tens of models and hundreds of model aspects.
Sketch of Overall 3D Recognition
The recognition problem addressed in this paper is to identify and localize a free-from 3D object from a single 2D view of a 3D scene where the object of interest may be partially occluded by other scene objects. The input to the recognition system is an intensity image and a set of aspect models. The output from the recognition system is an identity of the observed object and a transformation that best aligns the selected model with the observed image features. The imaging process is assumed to be approximated by weak perspective projection, i.e., orthographic projection plus a scale factor. It is also assumed that objects are rigid. Under these assumptions, there are six unknown parameters for the image of an object under a rigid-body transformation: three for rotation, two for translation, and one for scaling 24]. The recognition system has the four major components of an alignment system: (1) image processing, (2) model building, (3) indexing, and (4) determination of pose parameters by alignment.
Feature Extraction: One prominent problem of vision is gure-ground separation. In this paper, we have implicitly assumed a reasonable extraction of the object from its background. Edge features are used for generating and verifying hypotheses. To allow occlusion, only portions of edges are used for generating and verifying hypotheses of candidate models and their pose in an image. Thus, it is assumed that objects are identi able based on the shapes of their edge contours.
Object Modeling: The modeling scheme constructs model aspects. A 3D object is modeled by a collection of 2 Indexing: The indexing scheme hypothesizes candidate model aspects and poses. During the recognition phase, part invariant features extracted from the sensed image are indexed to the model database. Parts stemming from the same model are integrated together to form groups of consistent hypotheses. Hypotheses are then ranked based on the pre-compiled part saliency and the part visual evidence in the image to determine the order of the hypotheses for testing such that the most likely hypotheses are tested rst. An example is illustrated in Figure 3 ; using our database of 658 model aspects, the scene of overlapped elephant and bear generates 5 model-aspect hypotheses where elephant is ranked ]1 and bear ]2 while the scene of occluded deer and moose produces 98 hypotheses with moose ranking ]1 and deer ranking ]2 1 . Matching: The matching scheme tests the hypotheses generated from the indexing scheme in order to refute/support the hypotheses and also to estimate/re ne the object pose of the correct model. Veri cation is carried out by tting the 2 1 2 D aspect of each candidate model to the observed edgemap. Matching does not assume the existence of salient local features in the image and hence is applicable to smooth objects as well as polyhedral objects. During matching, feature correspondences are synthesized in order to re ne pose parameters for diminishing the matching error between the projected model edgemap and the observed edgemap. The localization of a correct model implicitly indicates the recognition of the model. Once a correct model is localized, the whole veri cation procedure is terminated. If all candidate model hypotheses are refuted, a recognition failure is reported. 1 The 2D images of animals were obtained via anonymous FTP from the Institute for Robotics and Intelligent Systems, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Southern California An example of the recognition of a partially occluded polyhedral object is given in Figure 1 . Figure 1 (a) shows a typical scene containing two objects: a polyhedron and a Y pipe. Figure 1(b) shows the edgemap of the image obtained from the feature extraction. Figure 1 (c) shows the model (which is a 2 1 2 D edgemap where the 3D information is embedded in each edge point) obtained from the object modeling scheme. Figure 1(d) depicts the evolution of convergence during the matching. Figure 1(e) shows the t edgemap superimposed on the scene image, indicating that the polyhedron is recognized and located. Note that Figure 1 does not show the indexing task, which is di cult to illustrate.
Constructing Object Models
We can use any modeling scheme that can predict image contours for any view of the model object. While CAD models may support this, a great deal of e ort is needed to create a model of some free-form objects. Thus, we used a stereo-based algorithm which allows the model to be automatically learned from images. We brie y review the modeling method here; see 4, 11] for details. An object model is constructed from a set of 2D intensity images taken from controlled viewpoints of the viewsphere. We refer to these viewpoints as aspects: each aspect is actually a 2 1/2D representation capable of modeling any view of the object within some solid angle of center (usually 10 or 15 degrees). Each aspect or view de nes a local coordinate system where the Z-axis is de ned by the visual axis and the directions of the X-axis and Y-axis are de ned by the horizontal and vertical lines of the image, respectively. For each model aspect, ve local images de ned relative to this local coordinate system are used to create an edge-oriented representation. Of the ve images, three are taken at the viewpoints on the sphere rotating around the X-axis, and three are taken at the viewpoints on the sphere rotating around the Y-axis (see Figure 4) , with the central image common to both sets.
The object is modeled within an aspect in a standard rotation (roll angle) about the Z-axis which is normal to the optical axis of the central image. Pan (rotation around the Y-axis in Figure 4 ) and tilt (rotation around the X-axis) can be quantized into intervals to organize the model aspects around an entire viewsphere. Roll angle is unconstrained and thus must be approximately computed from image features to initialize the alignment optimization. Here, we assume a normalized zero-roll angle for the object. Determination of roll angle during recognition will be addressed in Section 5.2.
For each aspect, we use the curvature method devised by Basri and Ullman 4] .The basic idea is depicted in Figure 5 . Two types of edges are used in modeling: silhouette and internal edges. The object silhouette is generated by the orthographic projection of the rim which is the set of all points on the object surface with surface normal perpendicular to the visual axis 4]. Internal edges of an aspect are those visible at any viewpoint within the aspect and are caused by known discontinuities in albedo or surface normal or by artifacts such as illumination or shadows 11]. Unlike silhouette edges, internal edges are not usually occluded by the object surface under a small rotation. Thus, corresponding points on internal edges before and after rotation usually exist in multiple images. We now give the mathematical formulas for constructing a model aspect from ve neighboring training images. 
where t is a translation between origins of model and image coordinate systems. The image coordinates (u; v) of pointp = (x;ŷ;ẑ) t on the edgemap of the model view are given by (u; v) = (sx; sŷ) (5) where s is a scale factor. Note that the Z coordinate of t has no e ect on the resulting image coordinates and can be set to 0 or ignored.
Combining Eqs. (4) and (5) with the curvature method, we obtain a transformation as follows: q = S R(p ? r) + r + t] (6) where q = (u; v; 0) t , t = (t x ; t y ; 0) t , S is the weak perspective projection matrix with a scale factor s, and R is the rotation matrix with rotation angle , and rotation axisÑ = (n 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 ). We re-parameterize the rotation axis using the longitude and the latitude of the unit sphere:Ñ = (n 1 ( ; ); n 2 ( ; ); n 3 ( ; )) = (cos sin ; sin sin ; cos ). Object pose is thus modeled by 6 parameters: two for translation (t x ; t y ), three for orientation ( ; ; ), and one for the scale factor s associated with both the projection and object size.
The best-t parameters of the alignment transformation can be obtained through a minimization technique which uses a merit function to measure the goodness-of-t. Let D(E o ; E m (!)) be the mean-squared distance between certain points of the observed edgemap E o and the model edgemap E m .
where! = (t x ; t y ; s; ; ; ) is the vector of pose parameters and p i = (x i ; y i ; z i ); i = A solution to Eq. (7) can be obtained iteratively by using Newton's method:
where! (k) is the parameter estimate at iteration k, H is the second derivative matrix (Hessian matrix) of D, and r(!)] is the gradient of D with respect to the parameter!, respectively. We use the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to solve the overall least-squares minimization problem. Two heuristics are used in the iterative matching process (see 11] for more detail). A heuristic is used to maintain a balance in the importance of silhouette and internal edge alignment as tting progresses. Matching does not assume salient local features in the image; thus, another heuristic is used to synthesize image points (u i ; v i ) in order to re ne the pose in a hill-climbing fashion and also to discard certain edge segments to allow some occlusion of the observed object. A detailed edgemap matching algorithm is given in 11]. The second heuristic would fail to synthesize good local point correspondences if the observed edgemap and the model edgemap were not approximately scaled so an approximate scale must be initially given. Determination of the initial scale will be addressed in Section 5.2. For an example showing the iterative matching process, consider the car (Ford Taurus) in Figure 6 (a). Figure 6 (b) shows the model edgemap of the car (2 times larger than the observed edgemap). Figure 6 (c) shows the evolution of the model edgemaps generated during the iterations of matching. The white contour indicates the nal edgemap generated and is shown superimposed on the original intensity image of the car as in Figure 6 (d).
Framework for Indexing
This section develops the framework for the indexing scheme (see Figure 7 ). invariant features are derived for indexing and the indexing is carried out via hashing. Third, parts stemming from the same model are integrated together to form groups of consistent hypotheses. Finally, hypotheses are ranked based on the pre-compiled part saliency and the part visual evidence in the image to determine the order of the hypotheses for testing.
Part Segmentation
The use of parts for recognition has become increasingly popular. Perhaps the most compelling support for this idea is based on recognition in the presence of occlusion. In higher level models, parts are represented to form relationships and are also related to object function 34]. Partial occlusion of the object renders global shape descriptors ine ective for indexing or recognition. Decomposition of a sensed shape into parts seems inevitable for this phase of object recognition. Veri cation or refutation of a candidate model and pose is done in a global manner which considers portions of model features and portions of sensed features. Occluding objects and artifacts in feature extraction may degrade the match value, but the alignment method is still e ective because fragments of matching data can be integrated into a single global model-pose hypothesis.
We have experimented with a simple partitioning rule for identifying parts from a complex object. The transversality principle, studied by Ho man and Richards 21], provides very general rules for segmenting either 2D or 3D objects into parts. Part boundaries are naturally delimited by the concavities. In the case of 2D plane curves or silhouettes, these concavities appear as cusps or occur at points of minima of negative curvature. Thus, we partition a 2D contour into parts using the Partitioning Rule: segment a curve at concave cusps (or minima of negative curvature) to break the shape into its parts.
This partitioning rule leads to a representation of the shape boundary based on codons 20]. Codons are formed by partitioning curves at minima of curvature; the maxima and zeros of curvature are used to describe the shape of each segment, resulting in ve types of codon. This codon representation is sensitive to noise resulting from the computation of curvature, which can cause many spurious curvature extrema. To suppress noise and keep gross shape, the curves should be smoothed when computing curvature 31].
The results of the segmentation scheme applied to the silhouettes of a 3D wood carving of a squirrel and a model car are shown in Figure 8 . In theory, the part representation is immune to rotation, translation, and scaling, and occlusion of some parts of the object does not a ect other parts that are even a small distance far from the occlusion. Although occasionally the representation may be a ected by noise and quantization, the segmentation technique has provided appropriate representations in practice. More examples are given in Figure 9 to demonstrate the generality of the part segmentation algorithm. It is arguable whether or not the decompositions are natural. While naturalness may be important, for example in an image database application, only the repeatability is crucial for the recognition system discussed in this paper.
Part Indexing
We now derive invariant quantitative attributes from the parts and show how these attributes can be used for indexing. Given a part (curve) C, let p i = (x i ; y i ); i = 0; 1; ; N ? 1 points of C. If C is not closed, then it can be closed by appending the rst point (p N = p 0 ) so that C encloses a 2D region. This allows us to compute region attributes from C. We de ne the following attributes to encode the part: assuming that no portion of C is occluded, these attributes provide invariants for indexing to model aspects.
Compactness: Let Roundness: the roundness of C, (C), is the sum of the absolute curvatures along C, Modi ed moments using only the curve boundary were de ned in 9]. After experimenting with the use of several normalized moments, we settled on only one of them (denoted as 1 ) { the sum of the two normalized second moments 10].
Convexity: The codon representation is susceptible to spurious extrema resulting from noise, preventing it from being a reliable part descriptor by itself. However, it still can be used to determine whether a part is concave or convex: let (C) denote this shape property of a part C which can provide some discriminating power for part recognition.
We encode each part C using the quantized attributes. All encoded parts serve as indexing primitives to search a hash table for model hypotheses (similar to the hashing scheme in 33]). Invariant attributes of parts index to model aspects. The variant attributes of parts can be used to group consistent model aspect hypotheses into clusters and also to provide an approximate alignment between a sensed part and a model part. Thus, variant attributes provide an initial pose for the Levenberg-Marquardt minimization which searches for a global alignment using all parts. Endpoints of each part and a third point, such as the point of maximum absolute curvature, are su cient to approximate the translation, the scale factor and the roll angle. If more than one correspondence exists, the parameters can be determined via least-squares.
Given part representation ( ; &; ; ; 1 ), the indexing scheme performs a range search of the index using ( ; & & ;  ;  ; 1 1 ) , where x is the error tolerance of attribute x, for the parts having attributes within this range in the database. The tolerance allows for errors due to quantization and noise and variations of shape within a model aspect (recall each model aspect is represented by the attributes extracted from the central viewpoint of that aspect). We implemented the range search using a hashing scheme.
Hypothesis Grouping
For indexing to be e ective, it is important that some data-driven grouping mechanism produce sets of parts likely to come from a single object 28]. Multiple scene parts drawn from the same observed object should yield similar relative orientation with parts bound to the same model candidate (e.g., poses should cluster). Scene parts, drawn from di erent objects but indexed to the same model candidate or from the same object but indexed to the wrong model candidate, are unlikely to have consistent orientation relative to their corresponding parts in the model candidate. Thus, the correct model candidate will tend to have one large group of hypotheses while the wrong model candidates will tend to have several small groups of hypotheses. Consequently, when hypotheses ordering is enforced on the groups of consistent hypotheses, the correct model candidate will tend to have a better rank (rank determines the order of the model candidates in the veri cation phase).
Let fH : p i ! (p 0 i ; M m )g be the hypothesis that the scene part p i corresponds to a part p 0 i in the model candidate M m . Let H = fH 1 ; H 2 ; ; H n g be the n hypotheses generated from indexing all the scene parts. We divide these n hypotheses according to the models to which the scene parts index and store them in a correspondence table where the model M m serves as a key and the hypotheses H m = fH m 1 ; ; H mn g (with H m H) as entries. For each model candidate M m with a hypothesis list H m , we group the consistent hypotheses based on the relative orientation between two corresponding parts within a hypothesis as follows. Let (x 1 ; y 1 ) and (x n ; y n ) be the two end points of a part p. 
where denotes some bounds on the tolerance of orientation di erence. This consistency grouping of hypotheses may seem to be complex because we need to check every hypothesis against all others, but in fact, we do not need to do so. We can rearrange Eq. (9) 
Hypothesis Ordering
Model hypotheses are non-uniformly distributed in the hash table, resulting in some entries with a large number of model hypotheses. This situation occurs frequently when the database contains many objects with similar parts. To minimize the recognition time, our indexing scheme should exploit prior knowledge to order the model hypotheses such that the most likely hypotheses are veri ed rst. The veri cation procedure is terminated once a correct model is identi ed. We studied four voting schemes to make use of prior knowledge for hypothesis ordering.
Majority Voting
Multiple parts from the same scene object should support the same model candidates. Thus, if we accumulate votes from all scene parts and rank the model hypotheses according to the total votes received, then the model hypotheses with the largest number of votes are good starting models for the veri cation process. 
Bayesian Voting Using Part Occurrence
The prior knowledge incorporated in the majority voting scheme described above assumes that each model candidate, in the model-hypothesis list indexed by a scene part, has the same likelihood of being identi ed by that scene part. This assumption may not re ect the real situation where some model candidates are more likely to appear in the scene than others. Thus, given a scene part, the goal is to identify the model candidate which most likely accounts for the presence of this scene part. To achieve this goal, we adopt a decisiontheoretic approach using a Bayesian framework where the measure of the discriminatory power of a part for a model is de ned in terms of posterior probability (similar to the Bayesian framework in 37]).
Let P(M k ) be the prior probability that model M k is observed. Let P(M k jp i ) be the posterior probability that re ects the updated belief that model M k appears in the scene after the part p i is observed. In order to derive the posterior probability P(M k jp i ), we need to estimate prior probabilities P(p i jM k ) and P(M k 
where R BV O (M) denotes the score of the model hypothesis M obtained via the Bayesian voting scheme using part occurrence.
Bayesian Voting Using Visual Relevance The estimated prior probabilityP(p i jM k ) in Eq.(10) assumes that parts belonging to the same model have equal probability (i.e., 8p i 2 M k ; i = 1; ; n;P(p i jM k ) = 1 n ). This estimation overlooks the fact that some parts may be more likely to identify the object than other parts belonging to the same model. For example, a model M is composed of two parts p 1 and p 2 with p 1 occupying 10% of the contour and p 2 occupying 90%. Identifying p 1 in the scene does not give strong belief that model M is present in the scene; however, if p 2 is observed, then we have much higher con dence that model M is present. Thus, we assign the prior probability to parts of the same model based on their relative visual relevance. Then the likelihood function in Eq. (10) is changed tô (14) where R BV V R (M) denotes the score of the model hypothesis M obtained via the Bayesian voting scheme using visual relevance.
The Hybrid Voting Scheme
The three aforementioned voting schemes are biased in ranking the model hypotheses. The majority voting (MV) scheme tends to favor model candidates with many parts because model candidates with fewer parts are less likely to accumulate the same number of votes as model candidates with many parts. Both Bayesian voting schemes (BVO and BVVR) tend to favor model candidates with fewer parts because the Bayesian approach will give higher posterior probabilities to model candidates with fewer parts than model candidates with many parts. BVVR is less biased than BVO; however, a part with larger visual relevance has higher chance of being distorted when the object is slightly transformed, resulting in a higher rank in the correct model hypothesis. Thus, we need to design an unbiased voting scheme for ordering the model hypotheses regardless of the number of parts in the model 
Hierarchical Model Testing Strategy
Both model building and index construction are performed o -line. Since computation time for feature extraction from the observed image is xed, recognition time is largely determined by the e ciency of hypothesis generation and testing. The indexing scheme must allow for noise and view variation by increasing the indexing attribute tolerance, thus, increasing the number of incorrect model-aspect hypotheses generated. To minimize the recognition time, the indexing scheme exploits some prior knowledge to reduce the number of alignment tests required during recognition. However, the recognition system may still need to refute some false model-pose hypotheses before the correct one is veri ed. Consequently, it is important to shorten the testing time for false model-pose hypotheses.
The model-pose hypothesis testing is carried out through robust pose estimation, as described in Section 4, which uses Newton's method with Levenberg-Marquardt minimization (NLM). For a correct model aspect with good initial parameter estimates relatively close to true parameter estimates, the NLM method converges within a few iterations. However, for wrong model aspects, the NLM method tends to wander around the parameter space, resulting in slow convergence to a poor local minimum or in no convergence at all. Thus, rejecting false model-pose hypotheses at an early stage of the veri cation process can reduce the recognition time signi cantly. We incorporate a hierarchical veri cation strategy into the recognition system to expedite the alignment tests.
The NLM method (i.e., the edgemap matching algorithm as presented in 11]) uses two parameters: the maximumnumber of iterations allowed, I max , and the matching error threshold, E t , to determine when the algorithm should terminate. For a correct model aspect, a large value of I max and a small value of E t tend to lead the algorithm to either converge with a mean-squared distance error (MSE) less than E t or to select the best match after I max iterations are tried. In either case, the veri cation is thoroughly carried out, and the result can be used to determine whether to accept or refute a model-pose hypothesis. However, such an exhaustive veri cation test for an incorrect model-pose hypothesis is neither necessary nor possible|the incorrect model-pose hypothesis can be detected after a few iterations. Thus, we can vary E t and I max to control the thoroughness of a model test.
Three levels of veri cation, coarse, middle, and ne, are de ned based on the various values of I max and E t . During recognition, model-pose hypotheses are tested in the order of their rank obtained from indexing. Each ranked model-pose hypothesis is rst tested at the coarse level; if it does not survive at the coarse level, it is removed from further testing; if it survives, then it is tested at the middle level; if it survives again at this level, then it continues to be tested at the ne level; otherwise, it is rejected. Once a model-pose hypothesis is accepted, the recognition by alignment process terminates successfully; otherwise the hierarchical testing continues with the next lower ranked model-pose hypothesis. The hierarchical testing algorithm is sketched in Figure 10 .
Experiments
All experiments reported were conducted on a model database containing twenty 3D objects and eighty 2D objects with a total number of 658 model aspects. These experiments tested (1) the viability of the modeling scheme, (2) the robustness of the matching scheme, (3) the e ciency of the indexing scheme, and (4) the viability of the overall paradigm for object recognition. All the data sets reported here were taken by mounting objects on a camera tripod so that rotation angles were known. A black background cloth was used to ease object/background segmentation. The Canny edge detector was used to create edgemaps. Hand editing of edge images was often done in making models, and occasionally done for observed images used for testing (for example, editing was needed to create good edge representations of the human faces).
Quality of Model Prediction
To demonstrate the viability of our modeling scheme, we used twenty models for alignment tests where only rotation was involved. Figure 11 illustrates the resulting alignment in four cases. Note that in cases with multiple model aspects a model aspect is speci ed by the model name followed by an aspect number, as in swan2. In Figure 11 the white contours Input: a set of ranked model-pose hypotheses generated via indexing; three sets of thresholds, (I c max ; E c t ), (I m max ; E m t ), and (I f max ; E f t ) for coarse, middle, and ne level of veri cation, respectively.
Outputs: either failure or the model identity and pose parameters!.
Processing: this veri cation strategy uses the NLM method to compute the pose parameters! and the tting error MSE iteratively for each hypothesis until the correct one is found; otherwise report failure. The iterations repeat the following steps: represent the predicted model appearance. Models were rotated 10 around either the X axis or the Y axis. The RMS alignment errors for all 20 objects tested were within 1.0 pixel. Accurate predictions were achieved despite that (1) the object had complex 3D shape; (2) the light re ectance distorted some of the internal edges; and (3) only ve images were used to create a crude approximation of the radii of curvature at the limbs. This replicates previous results of Basri 3] . 
Matching Results
The matching algorithm has succeeded in deriving object pose by aligning only the silhouettes 12]. In 11], we have shown that (1) the algorithm can handle partially occluded objects and objects with internal edges; (2) the basin of the convergence is broad; (3) the accuracy of the derived object pose can be further improved by introducing internal object edges in the alignment process. Here we include more results in addition to those reported in 11].
(a) blockB7
Figure 12: Model tting examples. The edgemap alignment algorithm was tested on a total of 60 aspect models. Figure 12 shows a few alignment examples (see 10] for more results). Test objects were partially occluded in several test scenes. As can be seen from the white contours in Figure 12 , most of the observed objects are well tted. Table 1 shows the goodness of the t. The translational parameters, (t x ; t y ), are recovered within 3 pixels, the rotation angle, , within 3 degrees, the rotation axis, N, within 0.2 radians and the scaling factor, s, within 0.01. E N is de ned as the angle between N and N, i.e., cos ?1 N N kNk k Nk , where N is the ground truth for N. The nal two columns of Table 1 show that alignment is achieved within 1.6 pixels MSE on the edgemaps within 10 iterations of the hill-climbing procedure.
To investigate the convergence characteristics of the matching algorithm within a single aspect, the parameters of rotation, , , and , in the aspect were sampled at equal intervals covering the whole viewing aspect. Each sample of these three parameters, together with the translation parameters (t x ; t y ) and the scaling parameter s, formed the initial parameter estimates for the tting. The translational parameters (t x ; t y ) were randomly selected within ?20; 20] pixels and s within 0:9; 1:1]; 240 samples were generated for each viewing aspect. Six test objects, as shown tted by their corresponding models in Figure 13 , were used to conduct the experiments. Three of them are symmetric about some rotation axis. The purpose for selecting such objects is to study the e ect of object shape on the accuracy of the estimated object pose.
The column ](Error < Et) in Table 2 lists the number of trials converging with an alignment error less than the input error tolerance Et. The column ]j! ? !j 2 Eb records the number of the computed pose vectors ! that were within the bounding box around the y indicates that the test object is partially occluded.
(a) ellipsoid (b) squash (c) cup
Figure 13: Test objects used for studying the basin of convergence. (16) where , N, s, t x , and t y are the ground truth parameters. kN ? Nk denotes the angle between N and N. As can be seen in the column ](Error < Et) of Table 2 , for each object, all 240 trials converged within 1.0 pixels MSE, suggesting a broad basin of convergence for these 6 object aspects. The quantity, ]j! ? !j 2 Eb, in Table 2 can also be used to indicate the sensitivity of pose parameters to object shape. Consider the ellipsoid in Figure 13 (a) for an example. As shown in Table 2 , all trials in the ellipsoid experiment converged with j! ? !j 2 Eb when internal edges together with silhouette were used in the tting process. This is because the ellipsoid is made from a superquadric model and the object can be precisely modeled. However, when the silhouette alone was used in the tting process, only 17 (out of 240) trials converged with j! ? !j 2 Eb. The deterioration of the number of trials that converged with j! ? !j 2 Eb is attributed to the symmetry of the ellipsoid and the relative insensitivity of rotation parameters to the object silhouette. Another example is given through the cup in Figure 13 (c). The object is almost symmetric around its rotation axis, and as a consequence, only 44 (out of 240) trials converged with j! ? !j 2 Eb when only the silhouette was used in the tting process. But the situation was much improved when internal edges were incorporated into the tting process as shown in Table 2 ; 210 (out of 240) trials converged with j! ? !j 2 Eb. The squash in Figure 13 (b) is a very smooth and symmetric object made from a superquadric model. Despite the occlusion, 232 (out of 240) trials converged with j! ? !j 2 Eb when both silhouette and internal edges were used in the tting process. The lack of internal edges in the tting process does not signi cantly decrease the number of trials that converge with j! ? !j 2 Eb. This is because, unlike the ellipsoid and the cup, the squash is not symmetric about its rotation axis.
To study the e ect of occlusion on convergence, we manually occluded a squirrel by 0%, 15%, 35%, and 50%, respectively. Table 3 shows that for these cases all 240 trials converged, indicating the basin of convergence is still broad even under severe object occlusion. Table 3 also shows that for these cases the number of trials converging with j! ? !j 2 Eb decreases as the percentage of the occlusion increases. This is due to the limited information provided by the unoccluded portion of the object.
Indexing Results
To test the viability of our indexing scheme for 3D object recognition, we ran tests of the following hypotheses: (1) the part segmentation algorithm can reliabily segment contours into parts; (2) the indexing scheme can provide a reasonable set of model hypotheses for verication/refutation; (3) incorrect model hypotheses are pruned signi cantly by our hypothesis grouping and ordering schemes. Figure 3 shows an example of the robustness of the part segmentation scheme in the presence of occlusion. Portions of occluded and unoccluded versions of the objects with identical shapes have identical parts, as required by the robustness criterion. The segmentation scheme was tested under scale variation and noise. Model contours were scaled 100%; 75%; 50%, and 25% and Gaussian noise with 0 mean and 2 pixels standard deviation was added to the contours. The segmentation remained stable. We do not expect the same results for larger variations in scale or noise power; for example, at a small scale all cars would appear as an elliptical blob. Figure 14 illustrates the robustness of the part segmentation scheme under variation in viewpoint. Three segmentations of a pencil sharpener and phone are shown. Extreme views from these two model aspects (i.e., the object is rotated 10 around the vertical axis to the left) were used for part segmentations shown in Figure 14 (b) and (e). The parts near the pencil sharpener handle are distorted due to self-occlusion while the rest of parts remain intact. Although the part segmentation scheme produces exact parts for the phone, their shapes vary a little. This means that the indexing scheme must compensate for the part variation by loosening the tolerances of indexing features extracted from parts. In Figure 14 (c) and (f), we show the segmented contours of (b) and (e) under 2D transformation (rotation and translation). Figure 14 indicates that our part representation is invariant under 2D transformation but slightly variant under 3D transformation due to self-occlusion and the change of views; however, most parts retain similar structure. Figures 3 and 14 are only illustrative examples; convincing results obtain from the integrated recognition discussed below. Figure 14 : Part segmentation survives 2D transformation and 3D view distortion.
Indexing Performance
To evaluate the performance of our indexing scheme, we are interested in (1) how well the indexing scheme prunes incorrect model-aspect hypotheses and (2) how well the ordering of hypotheses limits the number of the veri cations required. All the experiments were conducted on a model database containing twenty 3D objects and eighty 2D objects with a total number of 658 model aspects. The test data used in simulations (totally 578 test views) were generated by using an extreme view from each model aspect with 2D distortion and Gaussian noise added to the contour { all di cult cases. Table 4 shows some statistics obtained by applying the test data to the indexing scheme where the attribute tolerance criteria: (e & ; e ; e ; e 1 ) = (10; 0:1; 10; 0:01) was used. We make the following observations from Table 4 : (i) The number of expected aspectmodel hypotheses indexed (395) is relatively large compared to the total number of aspect models (658) in the database; however, the expected rank, for example, 16 for R HY BRID , is much smaller. This means that most of the incorrect aspect-model hypotheses can be ruled out by ordering the retrieved hypotheses. (ii) For objects with more than ve parts, MV outperformed (i.e., has lowest total rank) the Bayesian voting schemes, BVO and BVVR; for objects with less than ve parts, BVVR and BVO outperformed MV. This result supports our hypothesis stated in the Section 5.4 that MV tends to favor models with more parts, while BVO and BVVR favor models with fewer parts. (iii) HYBRID outperformed the other three voting schemes. Table 5 lists the average number of hypotheses generated (N h ), number of model aspects Table 4 , the indexing attributes do not provide a good discriminating mechanism (395 out 658 hypotheses were generated). This is because they are scale invariant and there is shape ambiguity in the models. If scale variant attributes, such as the area and perimeter of a part, are also used in indexing, the incorrect aspect-model hypotheses can be pruned signi cantly: N h is reduced from 658 to 85 and the indexing percentile increases from 0.977 to 0.992. Many industrial recognition systems can take advantage of known scale. To avoid those indexed hypotheses which do not cluster on the same pose, we use pose consistency grouping on the retrieved hypotheses. Table 6 shows the total ranking before and after hypothesis grouping. For the HYBRID voting scheme, the total ranking drops from 13579 to 9621. Thus the retrieved hypotheses should be grouped based on their pose consistency before hypothesis ordering to improve the recognition performance, although the improvement is small relative to the prior use of invariant attributes. A study of the performance of the voting schemes as a function of attribute tolerance is given in Table 7 . It can be seen from that the tolerance on attributes plays an important role: when the tolerance is loose, the number of indexing failures decreases while the number of model tests required, as indicated by the average rank, increases; and when the tolerance is tightened, the number of required model tests decreases but the number of indexing failures increases. The choice of the attribute tolerance depends on the percentage of indexing failures (false dismissal) a system allows. Table 7 also shows that HYBRID outperforms the other three voting schemes. These results suggest that the HYBRID voting scheme should be used in ordering hypotheses to reduce the number of model tests required during recognition. The execution time for the indexing scheme to generate the set of model/pose hypotheses during recognition takes about 0.1 seconds on a SUN Sparc 20. 
Fitting Correct Model Aspects to Images
In this experiment, six randomly chosen views for each of 16 models and one view for each of 4 single model aspects in our database were generated as the test images. Thus, we had 100 randomly selected test images for 100 (out of 576) model aspects. Table 8 shows the results, which were collected after tting 100 model aspects to their corresponding test images via the NLM algorithm. The cell (I max ; E t ) in Table 8 indicates the number of model-pose hypotheses where the NLM method converged within I max iterations and with an MSE less than E t . For example, for I max = 6 iterations and E t = 4.0 pixels, 98 of 100 model-pose hypotheses were veri ed. It can be seen from Table 8 that with I max = 6 iterations and E t = 6.0 pixels, all 100 model-pose hypotheses were veri ed. Thus, for this set of model aspects, I max = 6 iterations and E t = 6.0 pixels are good criteria for veri cation at the coarse level to refute wrong model-pose hypotheses. In this experiment, we hoped to observe that most wrong model-pose hypotheses could be refuted through veri cation at the coarse level. For each of the aforementioned 100 test images, 10 (excluding the correct one) randomly selected model aspects were used to form 10 model-pose hypotheses. All 1000 model-pose hypotheses were tested using the NLM method. Table 9 shows some results from this experiment. As can be seen in Table 9 , with E t = 6.0 pixels and I max = 6 iterations (i.e., the criteria for veri cation at the coarse level), only 11 out of 1000 model-pose hypotheses survived the coarse level. In these 11 model-pose hypotheses, the model aspect and the observed object stem from the same object model but di erent aspects, or from similar object models, suggesting that the goal for veri cation at the middle level is to refute these kinds of model-pose hypotheses. Fitting Models to Neighboring Aspects
To study the e ect of neighboring aspects on the tting error, 100 randomly selected modelpose hypotheses were generated, in which model aspects and their corresponding test images were from neighboring aspects. Table 10 lists the results of these 100 model-pose hypotheses.
As shown in Table 10 , only 5 out of 100 model-pose hypotheses survived when I max and E t were 12 iterations and 3.0 pixels, respectively. Note that with I max = 12 iterations and E t = 3.0 pixels, all correct model-pose hypotheses survive as shown in Table 8 . This suggests that for veri cation at the middle level, I max = 12 iterations and E t = 3.0 pixels are good criteria to remove model-pose hypotheses in which model aspects and test images are from the same object model but di erent aspects. From the results of above three experiments, we are able to determine empirical values for I max and E t to be used in veri cations at various levels. These values are shown in Table 11 . 
Recognition Results
Results in this section address the viability of the overall recognition system. The hierarchical veri cation strategy was incorporated in the recognition system to improve the e ciency of the recognition. The performance of the recognition system was evaluated through alignment results on 60 views of real free-form objects; 28 of them non-occluded, and 32 partially occluded. Representative objects and scenes are shown throughout this paper. Figure 12 shows example test images after indexing and recognition via alignment: the aligned model edgemaps are overlaid on the input images. Table 12 gives details on the indexing and alignment steps for a sample of the 60 tests. Table 12 lists the number of model-aspect hypotheses generated (N H ) via indexing, the rank of the correct model aspect (R k ), the goodness of the t (E tx ; E ty ; E s ; E ; EÑ), the tting error (MSE), the number of iterations required for the hierarchical veri cation (I H ), the number of iterations required for the non-hierarchical veri cation (I N ), and the speedup of using the hierarchical veri cation (S), de ned as (I N ? I H )=I H . As shown in the column N H of Table 12 , the indexing phase generates too many hypotheses for most of the test images, but through hypotheses grouping and ordering, only a few hypotheses need to be tested as indicated in the column R k . The reason for the high number of model tests required for mug26 and zebra1 was that the objects were partially occluded and only a few parts corresponded to the correct model. For the test image mug26, only 1 part out of 12 scene parts (the handle of the mug) indexed to the correct model and its visual contour is relatively small compared to the whole visual contour in the scene. For the test image zebra1, only 3 out of 8 parts or about 33% of the visual contour corresponded to the model. Column S of Table 12 shows that the recognition system does not gain any speedup by using the hierarchical veri cation strategy because most of the correct model-aspect hypotheses, except for mug26 and zebra1, require only one veri cation; however, the overall performance of recognition is not evaluated by the speedup S but by the total iterations required for veri cation indicated by the column I H . Thus, the hierarchical veri cation strategy can help expedite the recognition only if the indexing scheme fails to prune incorrect model hypotheses. The columns MSE and I H of Table 12 illustrate that alignment was achieved within 1.4 pixels MSE on the edgemaps and within 10 iterations of the NLM method (except for mug26 and zebra1, which take 223 and 68 iterations, respectively). Note that only the non-occluded contours of the test objects were used to compute the MSE. The goodness of the t is also shown in Table 12 . In most cases, the pose parameters were reasonably close to ground truth. The execution time for each iteration of the NLM method, excluding I/O, is about 0.1 second on a Sparc 20, and the execution time for the indexing scheme to generate hypotheses for each test image takes about 0.1 second. y indicates that the test object is partially occluded.
Recognition Failure
Several examples are given here to demonstrate two types of recognition errors, namely false alarm and false dismissal. 16 test images containing objects not modeled in the model base were used to evaluate the performance of the recognition system on false alarms. For each test image, only tens of hypotheses, as compared to 395 in Table 4 , were generated via indexing; none of these hypotheses was accepted. This indicates that false alarms from the system are unlikely. Several test cases were constructed to create false dismissals. The rst row of Figure 15 shows four such test objects { swan13, phone1, taurus1, and cup; the second row of Figure 15 gives the extracted parts of these four objects; the third row of Figure 15 shows the extracted parts of the corresponding models. As can be seen by comparing the second and third rows of Figure 15 , the occlusion e ect completely changes the segmentation, causing the indexing scheme to fail to produce correct hypotheses for testing. Table 13 shows that the recognition system fails to recognize these four objects. The last row of Figure 15 depicts the results of hand initialized model tting, demonstrating that these four objects do have corresponding models in the database and that the matching stage can verify this. Additional examples can be found in 10]. The recognition system breaks if the indexing scheme fails to generate correct model hypotheses for veri cation and this occurs when all the parts of an observed object are occluded.
Concluding Discussion
This paper describes two signi cant contributions toward the recognition of free-form 3D objects. First, we have described and tested a method for indexing to object models. Secondly, we have combined indexing with an existing alignment algorithm into a protoype object recognition system and have thoroughly tested the system. We believe that practical machine vision systems can be built using the proposed paradigm and methodolgy. Thousands of di erent tests were run with both real and generated imagery to study various system aspects and many conclusions can be drawn.
The proposed modeling scheme was applied to 20 diverse free-form 3D objects with 578 model aspects, and the experimental results are supportive of the design. We conclude that this modeling scheme is viable for recognition of many kinds of objects. For unconstrained viewing of some objects, perhaps 50 model aspects are needed. For simple objects such as a bowl, or objects with constrained pose, such as a car entering a parking garage, a single swan13 phone1 taurus1 cup Figure 15 : Examples of false dismissal. Row 1 contains four test objects. Row 2 presents the parts extracted from the test objects. Row 3 gives the parts extracted from the models. Row 4 shows the results from model tting.
aspect might be practical. We do not yet have formal tools or methods to determine how many model aspects are needed and where they should be on the view sphere: we have done this empirically. Moreover, these models may not be useful for operations other than recognition.
The alignment algorithm (NLM), published previously has been more thoroughly evaluated in the current work, thus permitting strengthened conclusions. Aligning internal edges and silhouette simultaneously can produce more accurate estimation of pose parameters than tting the silhouette alone. The experiments show a high rate of convergence for a broad set of starting orientations within a model aspect. In one experiment with 60 test model aspects, alignment was achieved within 1.6 pixels mean-squared distance error within 10 iterations of the hill-climbing procedure. These results are consistent with those reported by Lowe 29] . Signi cant occlusion and scale change can be tolerated. The alignment results are not tied to the speci c modeling scheme presented in Section 3. The matching algorithm can work with a feature-based CAD model which can predict an object's edgemap when given a viewpoint. While it is shown to be robust when initialized with an approximate model pose, the iterative alignment algorithm is useless without one. We have developed an indexing stage that is not only useful for limiting the number of models to test but which can also provide an initial approximate pose as required.
The proposed indexing scheme depends upon reliable segmentation of an object contour into parts: invariant part attributes are used to index to model aspects and variant part attributes provide approximate pose for the model. Several indexing experiments were performed on a modelbase containing 658 model aspects. The HYBRID scheme was the most e cient hypothesis ordering scheme in terms of pruning false model hypotheses. While the indexing scheme generates many hypotheses, a signi cant number of unveri able model tests are avoided via hypothesis grouping and ordering. The success of the indexing scheme in recognition tests indicates that the proposed part representation is viable in this problem domain. Although we have only used shape features, the paradigm can easily accommodate other types, such as color or texture features. Moreover, we could also include shape features derived from the internal object edges.
We have combined the modeling, matching, and indexing schemes into a recognitionby-alignment system using a hierarchical model test strategy which employs three sets of thresholds in alignment to quickly eliminate false model hypotheses generated by indexing. Recognition experiments with 60 test model aspects show that the recognition system is capable of handling a variety of objects in an e cient manner. On a Sun SPARC-20, the indexing stage required a fraction of a second and the alignment stage required about 1 second on average for veri cation of a correct model. Since the indexing stage usually gives highest rank to correct model hypotheses, recognition time usually is under 3 seconds.
In our experiments, we have made strong assumptions on the quality of object contours available from the input image. Sometimes contours extracted automatically from the background were edited by hand to produce a reasonable silhouette. Thus, model-building was much less automatic than we had hoped it would be. Also, although we did match video frames of a real car to a model car, most of our experiments were done in the lab with controlled lighting. The part theory applies, however, to open contours so it is not required that an entire object be well segmented from the background. We do, in fact, index separately by part anyway. In future work we will relax the requirement of separating scene objects from background and will investigate using relations among parts for indexing. Other representations could also be incorporated into the recognition paradigm; for example, general cylinders extracted from image ribbons and shading would provide excellent additional or alternative shape features for indexing.
